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A retailer’s imperative for in-queue     
merchandising is driven by many truths:

Retailers have discovered that in-queue merchandising can generate 
higher profits and greater customer satisfaction by turning wasted space 
into a virtual profit center that facilitates impulse sales and occupies 
customers’ time in line.

So the question for many retailers is not if to pursue in-queue 
merchandising; it’s how to plan and select the appropriate merchandising 
displays and solutions for their unique environment.

Success is often 
made or lost in the 
checkout queue.

When customers are 
waiting in line, occupied 
time feels shorter than 
unoccupied time.

Checkout lines often 
fail to contribute to 
sales per square foot.

Impulse sales account 
for nearly 65% of retail 
purchases.

TRUTHS

Considerations for Planning Your In-Line  
Merchandising Approach
Here are 6 key considerations for designing a queue 
with regards to merchandising displays ;



The amount of space allocated to 
a checkout line is very important 
for customer flow and comfort. 
You don’t want to crowd, and 
you don’t want the line to appear 
too long. Spacing becomes even 
more important when it comes 
to merchandising because there 
needs to be enough room for the 
displays and the flow of customers.

CONSIDER YOUR SPACE

DETERMINE YOUR LINE CONFIGURATION
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One queue or multiple, straight or serpentine; how the line is configured 
is essential. A serpentine line holds more people in a smaller space, 
makes it appear shorter and faster, and has less impact on service in 
other areas. And while multiple lines offer more customer flexibility and 
deters balking, a single line configuration leading to multiple servers 
yields to the all-important feeling of fairness. The first-come, first 
serve ideal is maintained, eliminating worry, cutting, jockeying, and the 
“sweethearting” that can occur with favored cashiers. And despite the 
perception, a single line almost always moves faster than a multiple-line 
configuration.  

   View our infographic on single line queuing to learn more.

http://blog.lavi.com/2012/08/28/single-line-queuing-infographic/


Choose interesting, smaller, 
impulse items, as well as products 
that are not readily available 
in other parts of the store.  
Bright, attractive, useful, and 
interesting, well-chosen in-queue 
merchandise can help engage the 
customer during their time in line 
while effortlessly propelling sales.

It helps to take the time to design your line, making the most effective 
use of your space for the flow of customers, as well as ensuring proper 
placement of in-line merchandise. Shorter lines in slower times should 
also be accounted for in the design, with stanchions and retractable belts 
available to redirect traffic (with merchandise still present there too!).

DIAGRAM THE QUEUE

SELECT YOUR PRODUCT MIX
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Seamless if executed well, such 
fixtures as merchandising racks, 
impulse bowls, tables, and display 
panels, can all be integrated 
into the line itself. Attached 
to stanchions with retractable 
belts, bracketed to the wall, or 
dovetailed onto posts, they should 
be accessible but not crowded. 
Avoid overdoing it by pinching the 
customers with product on corners, 
piling it too high, or overtly filling 
the line lane.
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SELECT MERCHANDISING 
FIXTURES

Even the standard “line starts here” sign helps to appease people and 
lessen line anxiety. Besides offering instructions, signage can easily 
be connected to products. Video signage is especially engaging and 
provocative. How-to videos, promotional blurbs, and straight-out 
entertainment all lessen the impact of a line and boost sales appreciably.

ADD SIGNAGE



MERCHANDISING
MATTERS

WHY RETAILERS NEED TO
MERCHANDISE THE QUEUE

Let’s Plan Your Approach 
Request a Sales Call )

You’re ready to get that line moving toward   
higher profits and greater satisfaction. 

Contact the experts at Lavi to request a customized  
in-queue merchandising consultation today. Our public guidance 
experts can help guide you through the best solutions available, 
with solutions and services all aimed at improving your checkout 
line as well as your bottom line. 

You might also appreciate these resources:

Planning Your Nextrac In-Line 
Merchandising System

Transforming the 
Retail Checkout Line

Merchandising 
Matters

IMPLEMENT!

(888) 285-8605    Lavi.com    

View Infographic ) View Infographic )Get the Guide )

Planning Your
NeXtrac

® 

In-Line 
Merchandising S ystem

>> Step-By-Step Guide >>

AVOID THESE PITFALLS

It’s easy to get carried away.

In-line merchandising requires careful planning and consideration. Too much of a good 

thing is still too much. Not enough means lost sales. And regardless of the amount of 

merchandise you place in the queue, the arrangement of products, displays, 

stanchions, signage, and other queuing necessities must be just right as well. 

Here are some pitfalls to avoid as you transform your waiting line with merchandising:

OVERDOING IT – It will take some experimentation but all customers have their limits. 

Find where your customers draw the line and don’t cross it.

PILING IT HIGH – Those 5-foot tall gondolas may sound like a good idea but your 

customers can soon feel trapped. Not to mention the potential shrinkage as customers can 

easily “hide” behind tall merchandise displays.

MERCHANDISING ON THE TURNS – Avoid merchandising on the “turns” in 

your line—especially if your customers are pushing shopping carts. The inevitable 

knock-overs, crushes, and product damages create a loss for the retailer and embarrassment 

for customers. 

PLACING CUSTOMERS IN A PINCH – Merchandising narrows the width of your 

queue so be sure to account for racks, displays, tables, etc. when planning your allotted 

queuing space. No one wants to have to “squeeze on by.”

NEGELECTING THE SHORTCUT – When using retractable belts to lengthen or 

shorten your line during busy or slow periods, don’t leave the merchandising behind. Make 

sure you have merchandise in the line, regardless its length.

FORGETTING THE CLUE TO THE QUEUE – All of that great merchandise 

you have in line will be for naught if people fail to recognize where the line begins. 

Merchandising displays can start to make a line look less like a line, causing people to go 

around it or simply get frustrated and renege. Take note: a belted stanchion and a post-top 

sign are the universal symbol of “line forms here.”  

Read our complete list of 10 

In-Queue Merchandising Mistakes at 

http://bit.ly/in-line-merchandising.

BONUS POINTS

Digital Signage +

In-Line Merchandising

Adding digital signage to a queue populated with 

related in-line merchandise can send impulse sales 

skyrocketing. 

How-to videos, promotional videos, 

and other creative digital media can 

be used to promote products on 

display in a queue to keep 

customers entertained and 

engaged in the extended 

in-queue shopping experience.Between-queue 

messaging, together with 

in-line merchandising, can 

increase impulse sales at 

check-out by as much as 

400%

TRANSFORMING

THE RETAIL CHECKOUT LINE

A ROADMAP

TO IN-QUEUE MERCHANDISING

FOR HIGHER PROFITS AND HAPPIER CUSTOMERS
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